When Cockburn Attacks
BY M I L E S H A R V E Y

A

lexander Cockburn—the longtime Nation columnist and, more
recently, the self-appointed Grand
•Ideological Inquisitor of the Left—has
found a new heretic to. throw on the
rack. In the November 12 issue of the
New York Press, Cockburn calls filmmaker Michael Moore a false prophet
of the working class, not to mention a
"blowhard and a jerk." Cockburn offers
virtually no evidence to back up his
smears: The "jerk" line is attributed to
the thoughts of "a lot of people," while
proof of Moore's elitism comes—
strange as it may sound—from the fact
that he failed to return a phone call
from The Nation's JoAnn Wypijewski,
"who speaks to more RWC (Real Working Class) people in a week than you do
in a decade."
Earlier this year, Cockburn made similar denunciations of his bosses at The
Nation and In These Times editor James
Weinstein. Now, he is apparently hurt
that Moore, a former ally, did not come
to his defense in the aftermath of those
attacks. "There have been a couple of
times recently when a word of support
from you would have been pleasant," he
writes in his open letter to Moore. But as
Moore makes clear in his own November 17 article in The Nation, he has little interest in such infighting. "Because
'the left' has lost so many battles,"
Moore writes, "it now doesn't know how
to live any other way. It's kind of scary,
isn't it, to think that ;we could actually
reach a mass audience. Or that after all
these years of failure,' real change could
actually occur in our lifetime. Better to
fight among ourselves!"

Prospect, Greenberg and co-author
Theda Skocpol point out that 60 percent
of whites, 58 percent of blacks and 55
percent of Latinos say that, compared to
10 years ago, they are now farther away
from attaining the American dream.
But, they write, Bill Clinton and his
allies on the Democratic Leadership
Council have turned their backs on this
growing voting bloc: "After the 1996
election, the DLC began to push 'entitlement reforms' of Social Security and
Medicare that resonate more with Wall
Street values than with those of average
Americans." Greenberg and Skocpol
are, however, infuriatingly vague about
the specific platform of the new,
"family-centered" progressive politics
that they envision.
"It was sobering to think," writes
Mike Wessells in the November/
December issue of The Bulletin of the
Atomic Scientists, "that under certain
conditions, practically any child could
be changed into a killer." Wessells, a
professor of psychology at Randolph
Macon College in Virginia, offers a disturbing overview of the widespread use
of children in armed conflict. He finds

evidence of as many as 250,000 child
soldiers worldwide, in places ranging
from Central America and Africa to
Northern Ireland. Worse yet, he writes,
"The problem defies gender boundaries. Girls are often forced into military activity—in Ethiopia, for instance,
girls comprised about 25 percent of
opposition forces in the civil war that
ended in 1991. Typically, sexual vie- /
timization is a part of soldiering for
girls, many of whom are forced to
become 'soldiers' wives.' "
You might not expect Esquire to be
the forum for a superb exploration of
American race relations. And you might
not expect Dodge City, Kan., to be the
setting for such an article. But in the
November issue of Esquire, Michael
Paterniti, a former In These Times contributor, uses the ethnic and economic
rivalry between two Dodge City motel
operators—a down-and-out rancher
named Jack Hooker and an up-andcoming Laotian immigrant named
Donna Sinhpraseut—to offer a gripping
look at the complex interplay of race,
money and the American dream. It's a
must read. •
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Is Michael Moore right? Is an opportunity finally nearing for the left to
reach a mass audience? Former Clinton
pollster Stanley B. Greenberg, of all
people, thinks so. In the November/
December issue of The American
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Ballpark Giveaways Go 0 for 2
3Y N E I I . DF.MAUSE
oters in Pittsburgh and Minneapolis delivered two quick strikes to
sports team owners on Election
ay, overwhelmingly rejecting plans to
provide public money for new majorleague stadiums.
In the Pittsburgh-area referendum,
residents of 11 counties voted nearly 2
to 1 to reject a half-point sales tax
increase. The bulk of the money raised
would have gone to fund new football
and baseball stadiums for the Pirates
and Steelers. Minneapolis voters, meanwhile, approved by a resounding 70 percent a $10 million cap on city ballpark
spending, which is revocable only by
public referendum (see "Minneapolis
Voters Step Up To Bat," November 2).
That vote, coupled with the Minnesota
state legislature's rejection of a stadium
bill the following week, derailed billionaire Carl Pohlad's plans for a new publicly funded Twins ballpark. The Twins
owner has said he will move the team to
North Carolina if no stadium deal is in
place by November 30.
The two defeats put an end to a
remarkable winning streak for team
owners. Over the past two years, ten
cities have voted on whether to fund
sports facilities with public money; all
but one (a proposed hockey arena in
Columbus, Ohio) passed. In most of
these cities, initial polls showed voter
opposition, but multimillion-dollar
media campaigns helped the teams pull
victories from the jaws of defeat. In Minneapolis, however, Minnesota Wins!, the
Twins-funded pro-stadium group, outspent stadium opponents $3 million to
$15,000 and still lost. Minnesota lawmakers fielded more than 150,000 phone
calls the day before the vote in the state
legislature, with sentiment running 3 to 2
against the project.
Public opposition, however, is no
guarantee that the days of easy money
for sports franchise owners are over. In
1995, for example, Seattle-area voters
narrowly defeated a stadium-funding

referendum for the Mariners, only to
have the state legislature turn around
and approve the $320 million project
anyway. Owners and legislators in both
Pittsburgh and Minneapolis are still
seeking a way around public disapproval. Recently re-elected Minneapolis
Mayor Sharon Sayles Belton has
offered to circumvent the $10 million
cap on city spending by hiding stadium
infrastructure improvements in other
budget items.
Still, public opposition against stadium deals could help level the playing

left

field in the stadium game. With stadium
referenda already scheduled in North
Carolina and Colorado next year, and
sports funding battles heating up in
Boston, New York, Philadelphia and
San Diego, 1998 should provide a test
of whether rising popular discontent
can finally unseat the champions of
sports welfare. •
Nei! deMause is co-author of Field of
Schemes: How the Great Stadium
Swindle Turns Public Money into Private Profit.
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Populist Democracy
BY JOEL B L E I F U S S

I

n August 1995, Ronnis Dugger, founding editor and publisher of The
Texas Observer, published a cail-to-arms in The Nation entitlad, "Real
Populists Please Stand Up." After thousands of letters in support, the
Alliance for Democracy was born.
Two years later, the Lincoln, Mass.-based Alliance has 55 chapters, a
membership of 1,800 and its own political journal, Deep Democracy. Seventy members of the Alliance gathered in Atchison, Kan., on October 30 to formulate the group's constitution, set organizational goals and establish a
series of "national action campaigns"—all of which will be ratified by the
membership via mail-in ballots.
The convention delegates proposed an eight-point agenda. Five of the
items focus on corporate power, including campaigns to amend the Constitution to strip corporations of their rights as "persons" and to stop the Multilateral Agreement on Investment, a proposed treaty that would remove
barriers to international investment. They also set a goal of 20,000 members
by 2000, endorsed public financing of elections, and supported a singlepayer national heaithcare program.
Dugger sees iittis need for party politics at the moment The left ties a
choice, he says, it can follow the leadership of the Democratic Party or buM
a new mass movement, "in my opinion, the Democratic Party has stopped
being worth following," he says. "The Alliance isn't that mass movement. But
S see the Alliance as helping to precipitate that movement. Once that movement coheres, the choice wiH need to be made whether to recover the Democratic Party or start a new national party." ffi
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